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Collective Dynamics of Intrinsic Josephson Junctions in High-Tc Superconductors
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The dynamics of one-dimensional arrays (mesostacks) of intrinsic Josephson junctions in high-Tc su-
perconductors is theoretically investigated with both the quasineutrality breakdown effect and the quas
particle charge imbalance effect taken into account. The current-voltage characteristics are obtaine
at various parameters and their peculiarities are discussed. The results of recent experiments on t
intrinsic Josephson effect in high-Tc superconductors are compared with the presented theory. Nonequi-
librium effects inside superconducting layers are proposed to be the origin of the collective dynamics
[S0031-9007(98)05845-1]
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Strong anisotropic high temperature superconducto
(e.g., Bi-2212, Bi-2223, and Tl-2223 compounds) ar
generally considered as a set of superconducting lay
of atomic thickness connected by intrinsic Josephso
junctions. Direct measurement of dc and ac Josephs
effects with the external current perpendicular to th
layers have been carried out recently [1–13]. Fou
different one-dimensional (without Josephson vorticie
dynamical regimes have been observed.

(i) First of all, multiple branchesat the current-
voltage characteristics have been observed in ordina
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d [1,3,8–10,12], Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O101d

[1,7,8], and voltage-basedsPbyBi12yd2Sr2Ca2Cu3O101d

[11,13] structures. It is obviously a result of step b
step switching of intrinsic junctions into a resistive
state with a current increase and hysteretic behav
of individual S-I-S junctions [1]. Microwave emission
measurements at rather high currents show that there
several groups of many coherently oscillating junction
The current-voltage characteristics can be explained,
one assumes some difference in the junction paramet
or interaction between them. In any case, we have
introduce interaction to explain coherent emission b
cause mutual phase locking is necessary (see, e.g., [1
(ii) In other compoundsssse.g., sPbyBi12yd2Sr2CaCu2O8
[1,3], oxygen-annealed Bi-2212 [1], and current-base
sPbyBi12yd2Sr2Ca2Cu3O101d [11,13]ddd, which are less
anisotropic, a single hysteresis has been observed inst
of multiple branching due tocollective switchingof many
junctions into a resistive state, coherent emission h
also been measured. These structures are considera
less anisotropic than lead free Bi-2212, thus interactio
between the junctions is strong. (iii) In some othe
samples multibranching and hysteresis are absent; t
behavior can be explained, if one assumes that norm
resistance is mainly determined by parasitic shunts [1
(iv) Finally, in some nonhysteretic samples microwav
measurements show that junctions are unlocked and
broadband radiation frequency spectrum is observe
Summing up all of these experimental results we ca
conclude that some coupling mechanism determin
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collective dynamics of intrinsic Josephson junctions
one-dimensional geometry.

A theory of electromagnetic coupling in layered stru
tures is developed in Refs. [15,16] and applied to t
problem of the synchronization of the Josephson vor
motion in [17]. In [17] it was also suggested that in th
case of thin superconducting layers some nonequilibri
mechanisms are to be taken into account. In recent
pers [18] a time dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation
the framework of a Lawrence-Doniach model was used
account the nonequilibrium effects and a similar approa
was used in [19]. The microscopic mechanisms of d
equilibrium inside layers are discussed in [20–22].

The key point of our theory is a nonequilibrium natu
of the ac Josephson effect in layered superconduc
[18,20–22]. It means that superconducting layers are
the nonstationary nonequilibrium state due to the inject
of quasiparticles and Cooper pairs, and a nonzero invar
potential

Fistd  fi 2 sh̄y2ed s≠uiy≠td

is generated inside them, wherefi is the electrostatic po-
tential andui is the phase of superconducting condensa
F  0 in the equilibrium state. (Here and belowe  jej.)
The important point to notice is that in the nonequilib
rium regime an ordinary Josephson relationsdwydtd 
s2eyh̄dV between the Josephson phase differen
wij  ui 2 uj and voltageVij  fi 2 fj is violated
[18,20–25]. Instead, we have (from the definition ofF)

dwij

dt


2e
h̄

Vij 1
2e
h̄

sFj 2 Fid . (1)

ThusFistd are the new important dynamical variables
the theory. The layer thicknessd0 is smaller than the
characteristic length of the disequilibrium relaxationlE

and the Debye lengthrD , so that superconducting layer
are in a homogeneous nonequilibrium state. Note t
the shift of the chemical potential of the superconducti
condensate from its equilibrium value isdms  eF and is
determined from the expression for charge density ins
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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a superconducting layer [23–26]

ri  22e2Ns0d sFi 2 Cid  2
1

4pr2
D

sFi 2 Cid ,

(2)

where Ci is determined by the electron-hole charg
imbalance

eCi  2
Z `

D
sni

e 2 ni
2ed de , (3)

where we use the averaged-over-momentum-direct
quasiparticle distribution functionni

e introduced by
Eliashberg [26], which describes quasielectron (ate . 0)
and quasihole (ate , 0) energy distributions,jej is
the quasiparticle energy. In equilibriumni

e  ni
2e 

ns0d
e  1y2f1 2 thsjejy2T dg.
From Eq. (2) one can see that the quasineutrality bre

down effect (r fi 0) as well as the charge imbalance e
fect (C fi 0) lead to generation of a nonzeroF. Both
these mechanisms can take place in layered superc
ductors. Quasineutrality breakdown has been conside
from this point of view by Koyama and Tachiki [20].
The importance of charge imbalance generation has b
stressed by Artemenko and Kobelkov [21] and Rynd
[22]. In this work we consider dynamical equations of
general type and apply them to the problem of the on
dimensional intrinsic Josephson effect.

To obtain the full set of equations we use, followin
Refs. [16,18–21], the continuity equationd0Ssdriydtd 
Ji21 i 2 Ji i11, and the expression describing voltag
(electric field) boundary condition on a superconductin
layer Vi i11 2 Vi21 i  s4pd0dye0dri, here d is the
interlayer distance,S is the area of the intrinsic junction,
ande0 is the dielectric constant. From these equations
follows that

Jij 1
e0S
4pd

dVij

dt
 Jstd , (4)

Jstd is the external current.
The dynamics of quasiparticles can be taken in

account with the help of the kinetic equation. Followin
the method presented in Ref. [22], where the quasineu
dynamics of a multilayer structure was considered (ri 
0 andFi  Ci), we propose the equation for the charg
imbalance in linear and low frequency limit
e
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tq
dCi

dt
1 Ci 1 hs2Ci 2 C12i 2 Ci11d

 h
h̄
2e

µ
dwi21 i

dt
2

dwi i11

dt

∂
, (5)

whereh  2ntqfsT d is the parameter of disequilibrium
n  f4e2Ns0dRN Sd0g21 is the “tunnel frequency,”RN is
the normal resistivity of the tunnel junction,V  Sd0
is the volume of the superconducting layer,Ns0d 
mpFy2p2h̄3, and tq is the well-known charge imbal-
ance relaxation time, which can be estimated astq , te

at low temperatures andtq , s4TypDdte at T , Tc,
t21

e  14gh̄21u
22
D T3z s3d is the inelastic electron-phonon

scattering frequency.fsT d is the temperature factor de
scribing quasiparticle freezing at low temperatures,f ! 1
at T ! Tc. In ordinary isotropic BCS superconductor
fstd  1 2 tanhsDy2T d, and the number of quasipar
ticles is exponentially small at low temperatures. How
ever, in layered superconductors, especially in the cas
d pairing, it may be zeros in the energy gap ink space and
the quasiparticle effects may be more significant. Th
possibility is strongly supported by recent experimen
[9–13], so it is better to use for estimations temperatu
dependent resistivityR  RN yfsT d, which can be deter-
mined asR  VcyJc; Jc and Vc are the critical current
and the voltage at this current belonging to the resist
branch. Finally, if we expressNs0d through Debye radius
rD and assumerD ø d0  3 Å, we obtain useful formula

nfsT d  1.7 3 108 sJcySd fAycm2g
VcfmVg

. (6)

In the same approximation we derive the expression
the nonequilibrium interlayer current

Jij  Jc

"
1 2

seCid2

D2

# "
1 2

seCjd2

D2

#
sinswijd

1
h̄

2eR

dwij

dt
1

Ci 2 Cj

R
. (7)

Here we take into account variation of the energy g
Di depending on potentialCi [27] and, consequently,
variation of critical currentsJc ij ~ DiDj .

Finally, we obtain the set of equations in the dimensio
less form
b
d2wij

dt2
1

dwij

dt
1 s1 2 kc2

i d s1 2 kc2
j d sinswijd 1 ci 2 cj 1 b

µ
dmi

dt
2

dmj

dt

∂
 jstd , (8)

a
dci

dt
1 ci 1 hs2ci 2 ci21 2 ci11d  h

µ
dwi21 i

dt
2

dwi i11

dt

∂
, (9)

mi 1 z s2mi 2 mi21 2 mi11d  ci 1 z

µ
dwi21 i

dt
2

dwi i11

dt

∂
, (10)

X
i

dwi21 i

dt
 ystd , (11)
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wherejstd is the external current inJc units, ystd is the
external voltage inVc units, mstd  FstdyVc, cstd 
CstdyVc, and a  tqvc, b  v2

cyv2
p , z  se0r2

Ddy
sd0dd, vc  2eRJcyh̄, v2

p  s8pedJcdysh̄e0Sd, k 
seVcyDd2, t  vct. These equations may be consider
as a good phenomenological approximation at all temp
tures. In the limith ! 0 the quasiparticle contributio
can be neglected (if the voltage is less than2D and pair
braking is forbidden), so thatc  0 and we have the
equations forw andm similar to that obtained in Ref. [20]
If z ! 0 then m  c , and we obtain the equations
Ref. [22], which are valid for thick enough layers or lar
interlayer distance (rD ø d, d0).

Now we go to discuss various regimes of intrins
Josephson effect qualitatively and also present the re
of numerical calculations of the current-voltage charac
istics in the case of ten junctions with equilibrium ed
layers in the fixed-current limit (Figs. 1–4). The param
ters of intrinsic junctions are taken from [1–13]. Th
weak dispersion of critical currents (less than 1 perce
has been introduced additionally.

The shape of the current-voltage characteristic is de
mined by the parameterb (at b ¿ 1 there is hysteresis
and by the competition of two quasiparticle effects: “c
rent effect” and gap suppression effect. If one of intrin
junctions switches into resistive state, then nonequi
rium quasiparticle distribution is induced in the neighb
junctions. Inhomogeneity of charge imbalance distrib
tion leads to the quasiparticle current through the neigh
junctions, and because of that supercurrent through t
junctions decreases and larger external current is need
switch these junctions into resistive state (“current effec
In the case ofb ¿ 1 this leads to the enhanced mul
branching. The effect of gap suppression is opposite
the current effect because the critical current is suppre
(k terms in the equations). In the case ofb ¿ 1 this leads

FIG. 1. The current-voltage characteristic of most anisotro
structure withJcyS , 103 Aycm2 (a  100, b  100, h 
0.1, z  2). Multiple branches are clearly observed.
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to single hysteresis instead of multibranching. At lowh,
multibranching is preferable because gap suppression
proportional toc2. At large h gap suppression “wins
the game” and collective switching takes place. At low
b hysteresis is absent and theI-V curve is single valued.

There are four typical regimes corresponding to fou
experimentally observed situations.

(i) Multiple branches(Fig. 1) similar to those observed
experimentally appear in the strong anisotropic cas
JcyS , 103 Aycm2, Vc , 10 mV, thus nfsT d , 1010,
vc , 1013, k , 0.1. Takene0 , 10 we getvp , 1012,
b , 100, z , 2. For tq , 10211 sec we obtainh ,
0.1, a , 100. The observed dispersion of critical currents
may be significantly larger than the initial one (1 percen
in our calculations) because of the current effect.

(ii) In the less anisotropic caseJcyS , 104 Aycm2, thus
nfsT d , 1011, vp , 1013, b , 1 10, and h , 1 10.
In this case the structure of multibranches is fine an
a single large hysteresis appears (Fig. 2) due to the g
suppression effect.

(iii) In the case of parasitic shuntsVc , 1 mV is
less than in an ordinary case and hysteresis is abse
vc , 1012, b , 1. The example ata  1, b  0.1,
h  0.5, z  0.2 is shown in Fig. 3. This regime is
phased locked andÙw3 4std and Ùw5 6std dynamics atj  2
is shown in the inset.

(iv) Finally, at smallb and larger coupling (h . 1),
which can take place in shunted junctions, we conside
the casea  0.1, b  0.1, h  2, z  2 (Fig. 4). The
current-voltage characteristic looks like the previous one
but the dynamical regime is rather different. The time
dependencies ofÙw4 5std and Ùw5 6std are shown in the inset.
Unlike the coherent state, intrinsic Josephson junctions a
phase unlocked. This result can explain the broadban
microwave emission observed experimentally. The sam
result (broadband emission) may be explained by therm

FIG. 2. The current-voltage characteristic of less anisotrop
structure with JcyS , 104 Aycm2 (a  100, b  10, h 
10, z  2). Collective switching takes place atJ  Jc.
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FIG. 3. The nonhysteretic current-voltage characteristic of t
structure with parasitic shunts (a  1, b  0.1, h  0.5,
z  0.2). Phase-locked regime.Ùw3 4std and Ùw5 6std dynamics
is shown in the inset.

fluctuations. These two mechanisms can be distinguish
experimentally, but this problem is beyond the scope
this paper.

The results presented in this paper can explain a nu
ber of experimental features. We show that quasiparti
dynamics determines the shape of the current-voltage ch
acteristics, explains phase locking at small coupling a
phase unlocking at larger coupling. In all probability th
theory of the nonequilibrium Josephson effect [based
relation (1)] corresponds to the physical nature of the i
trinsic Josephson effect in high-Tc superconductors, in-
cluding the problems of plasma waves and vortex motio

This work is supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research, Grants No. 97-02-16928 and No.

FIG. 4. The nonhysteretic current-voltage characteristic w
large h (a  0.1, b  0.1, h  2, z  2). Phase-unlocked
regime. Ùw4 5std and Ùw5 6std dynamics is shown in the inset.
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